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Abstract— How learning is conceptualized and negotiated within the engineering undergraduate curriculum is affected by the theory of learning implicit in the design of the curriculum. The shift to online learning due to restrictions brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic provides the opportunity to make visible aspects of the curriculum that were previously hidden. The paper presents evidence of student learning relating to ethics found in student assignments submitted in partial fulfillment of a capstone course that forms part of the undergraduate program for Electrical Engineering at the University of Cape Town. Evidence of student learning will be linked to three distinct theories of learning that are presented and contrasted as metaphors: a theory of learning that assumes transference and is acquisition-based; a theory of learning that assumes transference within a community and a theory of learning that is activity-centered and aims to be transformative. Each of these theories will be linked to particular teaching approaches and assessment strategies. The learning theories provide a frame to examine evidence of student learning relating to ethics in a particular context. This process justifies an expanded conception of learning relating to ethics in engineering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates the teaching and learning of ethics within a capstone electrical engineering course in the context of the sudden shift to online learning caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. In this situation, online learning provides a fully virtual learning environment to connect students in diverse contexts. The material is consequently available to be evaluated.

The paper lays out strategic differences in approaching the teaching of ethics within engineering and connects these to theoretical differences in conception of theories of learning. It proceeds to engage critically with online artefacts relating to the teaching and learning of ethics within a particular undergraduate engineering course at the University of Cape Town.

The capstone course is presented as a case study where key elements of the teaching and learning interface are described, discussed and connected to the process of curriculum construction relating to the intent, the implementation and to what is attained in the curriculum. The analysis will use qualitative data and interpretive method based on an analysis of student responses submitted in course assignments to build new understanding and insight about how learning theory affects the development of curriculum and assessment relating to the teaching and learning of ethics within an engineering undergraduate degree.

II. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

The prevalent shift in higher education towards online and blended learning provides examples of a graded analysis of student perspectives in relation to blended learning [1]. Contrasted with this is research which urges caution as regards the readiness of students to transition to online learning, particularly in contexts with a diverse student body [2]. Whereas the focus of earlier studies has, to a large extent, been on student success within the online environment, this paper will focus on a case study detailing student learning in the online context. In this context, students’ developing understanding of ethics within engineering will be examined in relation to different theories of learning. The case study analysis will demonstrate how student responses relate to distinct theories of learning and to the requirements of the accreditation process.

The process of accrediting engineering programs entails defining broad areas of knowledge where competence is required [3], rather than detailing how the curriculum is to be constituted. In this process, graduate attributes are typically expressed in terms of a combination of generic attributes common to or required of all or most graduates [4]. Gutiérrez, Fitzpatrick & Byrne identify these as combining core knowledge, transferable skills and professional values and attitudes [5] and emphasize the need for the nuanced assessment of graduate attributes, beyond that of core knowledge, distinguishing knowledge that incorporates skills, values and attitudes.

In the context of South Africa, the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA) defines the standard for engineering programs in terms of three sets of criteria including: program
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design, knowledge profile and a set of graduate attributes (GAs) [6]. Ethics is addressed explicitly in one of the eleven ECSA graduate attributes, that of Engineering Professionalism (GA10), defined as requiring the demonstration of “critical awareness of the need to act professionally and ethically and to exercise judgment and take responsibility within own limits of competence”. Teaching of ethics within the engineering curriculum is thus required in order to enable final year undergraduate students to be assessed as competent in terms of the specific range of graduate attributes.

Gwynne-Evans, Chetty and Junaid [7] distinguish five facets of teaching ethics within engineering, where ethics can be seen to operate as a “threshold concept” that forms a conceptual gateway to understanding [8]. These include teaching ethics as a concept distinct from other familiar concepts, as knowledge, skill, values and/or attitudes. These distinct approaches to teaching ethics require the utilization of diverse educational strategies within the engineering curriculum and will necessarily impact the way assessment is planned and implemented. The five elements represent a range of possible approaches, where the way in which ethics is formulated in the graduate attributes impacts how ethics is assessed. Previous research by the author into how ethics can be taught and learned conceptualizes knowledge in multiple ways, as:

- objective knowledge of content external to the learner
- individual skill – consisting of the knowledge of how to do something
- self-knowledge relating to attitudes and values and
- conceptual knowledge [9].

These different types of knowledge may in turn be related to the specific forms of knowledge associated with different learning theories. Learning theory potentially impacts the way ethics is translated in the curriculum. This research explores the effect of the learning theory on the development of curriculum and assessment.

In their research into the quality of ethics education within engineering, Bombaerts, Doulogeri and Nievien [10] point to the necessity of enabling a more nuanced understanding of quality relating to the teaching and learning of ethics within the engineering curriculum. They distinguish ethics education quality in terms of what is intended in the curriculum, formulated in the vision and formal intentions; what is implemented, demonstrated through what is perceived and experienced by the participants; and what is attained, defined as what can be measured. This distinguishes the standards promulgated by the accreditor, the vision for the curriculum and that which is operationalized. As an example of this, Stappelbelt distinguishes the intent to “teach ethics” from “engendering and enabling” positive ethical development [11]. Different approaches will require different curriculum strategies. In this context, the study by Balakrishnan, Tochinai and Kanemitsu [12] on student attainment of the objectives of ethics education recommend “well-structured, integrated, and innovative ethics pedagogy to help students… develop positive attitudes toward ethical issues.” This perspective similarly connects student learning regarding ethics with curriculum planning and implementation and with the pedagogy associated with this.

Herkert’s [13] contrast of two approaches to teaching ethics: the approach that positions individual moral dilemmas as relatively well-defined and able to be “solved”, with the macro-ethical challenge, that is complex and not clearly defined and that involve social values and varied stakeholders. He sees a danger in teaching ethics as if problems can easily be solved as is possible in some technical design problem. Mitcham [14] similarly cautions engineering educators that the focus on problem-solving within engineering does not provide engineers with the tools to reflect on themselves and their world-transforming enterprise. He sees self-reflection as vitally important to counter the power of engineers and recommends building self-reflection and critical thinking into the engineering curriculum, thus enabling reflection on engineering identity and the mandate of engineering in a broader social and environmental context [14]. How this can be done effectively has challenged educators within engineering.

Out of this overview emerges the following research question:

How does the shift to online learning enable an analysis of the artefacts of teaching and learning ethics in terms of how they embody different theories of learning?

### III. METHODOLOGY

Theory provides a frame for looking at and interpreting evidence and data but can become indistinguishable from the formulation of what is described. In this research, three theories of learning are contrasted and positioned as relevant for examining what is achieved in a final year engineering course in relation to the teaching and learning of ethics. Two of these theories are articulated as metaphors of learning by Sfard [15] while the third emerges from activity theory and is formulated by Engeström and Sannino [16]. Positioning three theories of learning as alternative frames within one analysis highlights the researcher’s role and responsibility in terms of purposefully structuring the research process.

This paper will examine evidence of the teaching and learning of ethics within a particular undergraduate course, a fourth-year capstone electrical engineering course, where ethics is assessed as a graduate outcome. The paper will present an overview of the course, highlighting examples of curriculum innovation introduced as a result of the sudden shift to online learning, connecting these strategies to learning theory. Subsequently, it will examine examples from student assignments that illustrate how the different theories of learning influence what is construed as learning. The data profiled will be selected to illustrate a range of elements, rather than the frequency with which these elements occur.

The distinctions between intention, implementation and attainment made by Bombaerts et al. as regards curriculum design is translated into an integrated conception of curriculum, see Fig. 1.
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IV. THE ROLE OF LEARNING THEORY

Sfard [15] distinguished two basic metaphors of learning that are important as they influence the understanding of how learning takes place and why learning is important. She highlights the power of metaphor to affect our view and use of concepts in significant ways. She emphasizes the value of metaphor to suggest and make visible implicit understanding rather than to be prescriptive and exclusive. Metaphors are not seen to be mutually exclusive, but rather to bring to light particular aspects of the activity that may not be visible through another lens. It is important that Sfard does not recommend one metaphor rather than another, but rather draws attention to potential benefits and affordances of different aspects of learning.

The metaphor of learning as acquisition focuses on learning as a commodity that can be identified, transferred and that has value. This metaphor conveys the value of learning as capital to an individual, or to a community, that can be acquired and utilized. In terms of this metaphor, learning within engineering can be seen to be the intentional transference of knowledge and skills – of competence – that results in a qualification with economic and professional value to individuals, the profession and to the wider community.

The other metaphor Sfard identifies, is that of learning as participation [15]. This places attention on the active learning that takes place by participating in a community, and on the multiple ways learning can be absorbed and communicated. It brings to the foreground the barriers to participation that may act to exclude participation as much as to include participation. This places the emphasis on identity within a particular community, on what enables members to participate – to act – within the community, where discourse and practice may be distinguished as characterizing the community. Use of the specialist discourse of the community needs to be developed over time through practice and participation.

Both these metaphors assume knowledge to be something fixed and existent – that can be transferred or absorbed. They do not account for the creation of new knowledge or the application of knowledge in new environments. Engeström and Sannino [16] critique the sufficiency of the two metaphors in that the models of learning they become associated with assume learning to be something already existent, that can be received or passed on, but do not account for the creation of new knowledge.

Engeström and Sannino posit a third theory of learning they term “expansive learning” that is intentionally more creative, where learners co-create learning. This theory can be characterized by the metaphor of learning as transformation [16]. Learning as transformation necessarily requires time and involves process, where process is seen to be inherent in the teaching and learning relationship. This recognizes the inter-related nature of teaching and learning, where the contribution of both instructors and learners is significant in the process. Though the intention of instruction is seen as substantial, the goals of learning are seen to be extended in the gap between instruction and learning where they identify “interesting things” to happen [16]. This opens the possibility of transformative learning beyond the intended consequences of the instruction. Engeström and Sannino’s theory of expansive learning puts the attention on the collective activity of the learning community.
where together, learners learn “something that is not yet there” [16]. The most important outcome of expansive learning is seen to be agency: the participants’ ability and will to shape their activity systems. Their theory of expansive learning tackles issues of “subjectivity, experience, embodiment, identity and moral commitment” [16] in a way that usefully speaks to the challenges of teaching and learning ethics within the professional space of engineering.

Expansive learning is an example of activity theory [18]. It identifies a triangulated concept of subject, object (context) and mediated artefact. Actions are seen to have a defined beginning and end, whereas activity is conceptualized as a continuous, collective interaction of the individual subject within their context that produces a learning artefact. The introduction of the concept of a learning artefact enables the analysis of the artefact independent of either the subject or the object.

The case study that follows presents key elements of the capstone undergraduate course, depicting the teaching and learning interface as artefacts that exemplify aspects of the curriculum.

V. OVERVIEW OF THE 4TH YEAR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COURSE IN PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION STUDIES

The 8-credit, fourth year electrical engineering capstone course in Professional Communication, takes the equivalence of 80 student hours and is run in tandem with another 8-credit capstone course in New Venture Planning. Students had previously completed a second-year course in professional communication with a focus on the formal requirements of report writing. In the tandem courses, students are required to work in groups on a common entrepreneurial project with multiple outputs across both courses. In the professional communication course students engage critically with their understanding of professional identity [19] and develop confidence and assurance in effective communication. This course builds on previous learning and is designed to provide the opportunity to gain knowledge of and practical experience in a variety of communication tools including eportfolios and pitching a business idea to an audience drawn from industry. This provides a good foundation for students’ professional careers.

Instead of the usual lecture and workshop format, the transition of the course to online learning resulted in the course being presented as a set of six integrated online lessons. The material covered engineering identity, teamwork, ethics, persuasive texts, presentation skills, product pitching and visual support for presentations, with two additional weeks where students developed their business pitches as group presentations uploaded as videos, with the opportunity to get feedback on their rehearsals before the final submission. Students were expected to work individually and as part of a group and assessments were split between those that required students to work independently and those that required collaboration and teamwork. Co-ordinating and operating as a team during the COVID-19 pandemic, over extended distance, with very varied access to internet, became a significant test of professional skills and attitude for the students. Technology was key to enabling effective teamwork and students were required to use and become proficient with the use of Google documents, Zoom and/or Microsoft Teams and video packages such as PowerPoint and Screencast-o-matic.

The course assessed three graduate attributes, seen in Table I. The course was assessed in twelve assignments of varying weight, combining shorter peer-reviewed reflections and collaborative documents with weightier individual and group assignments, leading to a final group presentation of a business plan that takes the place of an examination. Assessment needed to provide clear evidence of learning relating to the three graduate attributes. New formative assessments were introduced, particularly as regards groupwork and reflection, to ensure students planned and implemented strategies to enhance teamwork, as well as developed the ability to critically evaluate these processes.

The first three weeks of the course focused on developing the students’ ability to reflect on their understanding of what being an engineer means and on the practical use of values in making decisions both as an individual and as part of a team. Three self-reflection tasks were set on topics relating to engineering identity:

- identifying personal experiences that contributed to their sense of engineering identity
- describing a situation where the student experienced being part of a successful team and analyzing the roles played by team members in terms of Belbin personality types [20] and
- as regards their prospective role as an engineer in Africa. These assignments required students to formulate and articulate coherent views on topics related to their practicing as an engineer in the future. This contributed to the students’ sense of being part of a team, with a vision that extended beyond that of the client/customer relationship, to serve society. Feedback on these self-reflections was devolved to anonymous peer-assessment. The three reflective pieces provided preparatory scaffolding for the other individual assessments: the eportfolio; the ethics essay and the teamwork analysis. The course required the students to develop and submit an online portfolio incorporating artefacts of their achievement over their undergraduate degree, communicating who they were as aspirant engineering professionals. This process challenged them to incorporate multiple aspects of their professional identity that could be communicated and integrated into the eportfolio and that made sense of their experience, their interests and social responsibility, positioning them strategically for the next stage of their professional journey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graduate Attribute (GA)</th>
<th>Where GA is assessed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA 6: Professional and technical communication</td>
<td>Business summary, eportfolio and individual/group business presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 8: Individual, team and multidisciplinary working</td>
<td>Teamwork planning, reflection and peer assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA 10: Engineering Professionalism</td>
<td>Ethics essay and annotated ECSA Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This was part of developing awareness of how students’ personal achievements and accomplishments contributed to building up their sense of professional identity and integrity.

Teamwork was recognized as a particular challenge in the lockdown situation resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, where groups could not meet face-to-face. As such, it required strategy and planning. Success in this was crucial for the group assignments, both in this course and in the co-requisite course, New Venture Planning. Because of this, additional assessment tasks were incorporated that required the students to engage proactively with working in a team, developing and implementing a plan and reflecting on how the plan was carried out. The section on ethics built explicitly on the preceding weeks’ focus on professional identity and on teamwork. Students were introduced to the professional code and required to annotate this in Google documents, querying formulations and implications and both initiating and responding to teammates’ comments.

Input on ethics distinguished individual ethics from professional and corporate responsibility and positioned the aspirant engineer both as part of the professional team and as contributing to national development priorities. Exercising professional responsibility and ethics was positioned as both an individual and a team pursuit – action-oriented – requiring motivation and justification in terms of values, legislation and vision. Confidence and facility in an appropriate skillset of tools for making ethical decisions was important in the activity of practicing ethics. These skills consisted of the ability to identify an ethical rather than a technical or procedural problem, to anticipate alternatives [21], to formulate an argument, to use problem-solving tools to position and explore alternatives and to reach a decision for action, reflecting on the decision and, possibly, persuading others of the value of the decision. Practicing ethics is thus positioned as an activity requiring skill and self-knowledge and the support of a team. Students are encouraged to develop a sense of identity as part of a profession where they play a role in defining professional identity and in supporting colleagues.

The organization and pedagogy of the course was deliberately planned to encourage students to develop their ability to perform as part of a professional team: able to anticipate and to avoid problems, demonstrating professional and ethical judgment. Students were encouraged to explore topics outside of the assessed curriculum, including the consequences of engineering decisions in history and in their own context to apply ethical problem-solving in these situations. Students contributed to online polls and forums where their responses relative to their peers were visible, challenging one another as to how professional identity is formed and how this identity in turn influences a sense of group identity.

In the second part of the course the emphasis was on communicating professionally in a persuasive way – either in written texts or oral presentation. The topics of the communication included business plans and summaries, posters, personal introductions and group presentations motivating for funding of the business idea from investors. In this there was an emphasis on justifying the business idea in terms of its social, environmental or economic impact. The experience of developing confidence in presenting, both as individuals and as part of a team, was seen to be important in terms of developing the confidence to exercise judgement and to persuade a team.

The following section provides evidence of the implementation of the teaching process in the online environment.

VI. EVIDENCE OF TEACHING AS EVIDENCED IN THE ONLINE MANAGEMENT TOOL

The enforced transition to online learning, combined with a keen awareness of the reality of restricted internet access, resulted in contact between lecturers and students being mediated through the online management system. Lectures and class interactions thus transitioned into a series of independent online lessons, consisting of short online videos, stitched together by the lecturer and interspersed with activities that engaged the students on various levels.

In line with activity theory, this fits the model that requires continuous, collective interaction of the individual subject within their context to produce a learning artefact. The triangular depiction thus positions the learner as subject, learning ethics as the object and the course content in the online management system, including the student assignments as the artefact. As such, evidence from the online management system will be presented in line with Bombaerts et al. [10] use of three main distinctions between the intended, implemented and the attained aspects of the curriculum. Here, the content of the online learning management system relating to the particular course is examined as an artefact demonstrating the three aspects that are identified to influence the quality of the ethics education.

The intent of the lesson formally constructed around ethics within engineering was encapsulated in the learning outcomes for the lesson [22]. These were:

1. Identify different ways of making choices, both as an individual and as an engineer.
2. Show awareness that the application of engineering judgment often has an ethical component.
3. Demonstrate the ability to analyse a situation so as to make clear the ethical dilemma or conflict of interest.
4. Apply ethical decision-making strategies to your personal experience of engineering work experience and to ethical case studies.
5. Demonstrate your ability to reflect critically on your own experiences and choices and to constructively analyse what is required in the situation to make a decision that correlates with your professional responsibilities.

The following provides glimpses of different modes of communication that were utilized to recreate the interactions of an in-person classroom. In terms of the analysis by Bombaerts et al., this is identified as the implementation phase:
A. Class polls

As a way of connecting with students and of engaging their active response, questions were set up that required them to submit an answer and then to see their answer measured against their peers’ responses. Fig. 2 shows two examples of questions posed with the associated students’ response poll:

Figure 2. Sample class poll of ethics questions

There is a measure of risk in this activity as it is not certain how students will respond. It is evident that the act of answering the poll and measuring this against peers can potentially both reinforce and undermine ethical conduct. The community is effectively the measure of the individual response. In this case it is encouraging (instructive?) to find that no one identifies themselves as “not at all” ethical!

B. Peer marking of self-reflection essays

The activity of marking peer’s self-reflection ensured each student engaged reflectively and critically with their own and two other students’ perspectives on topics relating to engineering identity. It also encouraged students to engage critically with formatting and critiquing written work.

C. Student forums

The use of online forum discussions by the lecturer required trial and error to get students to respond. What was found to be effective was to set up an open-ended question that would evoke a significant response where students could take initiative as regards how the response was developed. In the following exchanges, the original question set by the lecturer, together with any further lecturer input, is in italics and the sub-heading and text below is that of the students:

“I think this is a really good point to be bringing into context…. A lot of us are going to end up making things that people hugely depend on, or things with a lot of potential for harm if not properly handled until completion.”

And then:

“Why is ethics important for engineers?”  “It mitigates the damage caused by power.”

“Ethics …[is] important in engineering because our specialized knowledge grants us power and influence over others. Acting ethically and with integrity involves using your power in a way that does not disadvantage those over whom you hold power.”

“I agree - engineers has a big responsibility as their work affects/impacts other individuals (in various levels of risk) - and it is expected that an engineer’s ethics and integrity aligns with the codes of conduct set by ECSA.”

“Wow, this discussion is getting really deep…. A certain amount of risk will be involved… aligning yourself with a bunch of ethical and committed engineers will give you confidence and a mandate to make a difference.”

There were times when the lecturer did insert a comment, but it was important that these comments did not try to speak for everyone – or try to cap the conversation with the expert view. If they were perceived in this way, it was likely to cut the exchange short! The implicit rule for the lecturer was to get involved only if necessary – to trust students to draw on their developing sense of professional identity to respond. It was necessary, however, to be prepared to step in if the discussion seemed in danger of moving students into opposing camps.

There were other ways of bringing additional resources into the course by posting links to materials or films that opened topics beyond the scope of the formal learning outcomes. It was envisaged that these resources would generate interest and complementary theoretical perspectives in terms of what and how learning has taken place.

The following section presents examples of extracts from student assignments that provide evidence of learning in terms of the three theories of learning identified.

VII. EVIDENCE OF THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF LEARNING AS DEMONSTRATED IN EXTRACTS FROM STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS

In the text that follows, examples relating to what is attained in the curriculum are presented from student assignments. These demonstrate the way in which student learning illustrates complementary theoretical perspectives in terms of what and how learning has taken place.

Learning as acquisition

The quotations below are taken from student assignments and are selected for the way they demonstrate the student’s ability to access objective knowledge from a relevant source and to refer to it in building their argument:

“The IEEE Code of Conduct states…”

Or, in the context of referring to the relevant clause in the ECSA Code, the student is able to paraphrase the document
they are quoting so as to demonstrate understanding of the specific formulation:

“It is the duty of the registered person to give priority to health, safety and best interests of the public [3(3) a & b]. Also, it is this person’s duty to report any acts against the professional advice provided, that may be detrimental to the health, safety and interests of the public [(2)(3)].”

The following quotation shows the ability of a student to select information from a source of choice and to apply it to the task at hand – in this case identifying an ethical dilemma that the student themselves might have experienced in their work environment:

“An ethical dilemma is one that occurs when two (or more) ethical standards apply to a situation but are in conflict with each other (Allen, 2014).”

In all three extracts, the student demonstrates both their ability to access knowledge available in documents and their ability to apply that knowledge in a particular context, to a particular task. It also provides evidence of the transfer of knowledge from an external source to the student. This is learning as acquisition – taking ownership of knowledge from another source and being able to use this information.

**Learning as participation**

The extracts below show evidence of the students identifying themselves with a particular group, where learning takes place in relationship to this community.

The first extract shows the student consciously adopting the identity of an engineering student in contrast to that of work colleagues. This identification as part of the community of students does not reflect a sense of the student being less qualified than their work colleagues. In contrast, the student sees themselves as being at an advantage because of their ability to learn quickly and be adaptable. They position themselves as sharing this advantage:

“Being an engineering student gave me an edge over the technicians who worked at the company as I learned and adapted very quickly and was soon teaching and pointing out proper procedure to those who were tasked with catching me up to speed.”

In the second extract, the student consciously takes on a professional identity to deal with a situation where a fellow professional appears to be conducting themselves in a way that goes against the professional code:

“We might not agree with the other person’s moral viewpoints, ... but it will help us understand where the other party is coming from. It is through understanding, not necessarily agreeing, that resolutions can arise. This is in line with the responsibility of peers of a profession to engage with one another and share feedback and comments on views and opinions (McMullan, 2020).”

In both extracts there is a sense of personal identification with a community and, associated with the taking on of the identity of the group, there is the sense of having learned how to “be” or to behave in a particular situation. This shows the student experiences learning by participation within a community and in relationship to other communities.

**Learning as transformation**

The following extracts show a third sort of knowledge: there is the awareness of knowledge of the self and an accompanying self-reflectiveness that generates a sense of agency, of the ability to act in a situation. This self-knowledge connects a sense of personal identity in relationship to a particular community (in this case that of engineering professionals):

“If I had known of the codes of conduct highlighted by ECSA – I would have approached this challenging situation differently.”

The second extract shows a shift from self-knowledge to an awareness of potential power – and of associated responsibility:

“However, reflecting on the situation, I realize that regardless of my position, I have the responsibility to raise concerns and advise on ethical courses of action.”

The third extract shows the student’s appreciation of the journey of self-discovery – of “learning-what-it-is-to-be-a professional” – that they have been on. Self-knowledge thus creates the space to exercise judgment and choice in a particular situation, and this agency makes transformation possible:

“I have learned a lot about myself from that experience and I feel as though I am ready to take on employment as a responsible and qualified professional.”

This transformation has the potential to change the relationship of the individual relative to their profession. It also has the potential to impact the profession through the way in which it opens alternatives in which the individual or others can act.

**VIII. EVIDENCE OF REFLECTION ON THE LEARNING EVIDENCED IN THE ASSIGNMENTS**

The following extracts are taken from personal correspondence with one of the students who had demonstrated reflective engagement with a particularly challenging work situation:

“I have had further thoughts and resorted to keeping my integrity intact by not taking part in unethical activities or anything seeming to be on the fence. In addition, instead of turning a blind eye, whistleblowing in an anonymous and clever way that doesn’t bite me in the back.”

The student was then asked how he thought ethics and professional responsibility would best be taught and/or learned during an engineering undergraduate experience:

“This course is unlike any course I have had so far, very engaging and learning through reflection and considering how you could have acted differently, with new knowledge is amazing.”

This response indicated a high level of engagement and reflection on the course. It prompted asking the student if they were prepared to respond to additional questions to develop into an additional phase to the research. The questions were as follows:

“What did you appreciate about the way in which the course was presented that contributed to developing your understanding of your professional and ethical responsibilities?”

“I liked the way we initially primed our brains in the beginning by discussing as a team through the ECSA document, picking each others perspectives. It is definitely a different and more
engaging pedagogical approach as compared to reading on your own. Weeks later engaging with a document we were familiar with and reflecting on a past event each person could relate to, gave it more depth. It was more than learning – learning, reflecting on a past event, hindsight analysis and how to approach a similar event in the future.” (Italics added by the author.)

“What else would you have liked to see included as regards strengthening your understanding as regards your professional and ethical responsibilities (either in fourth year or earlier in your undergraduate program)?”

“At least a week of each year of engaging with ethical issues, or just an earlier introduction to issues to do with ethics within my degree. The ECSA doc isn’t too long, that would give a foundation for all my engineering principles as I learn as opposed to just before I’m done. First read the ECSA doc last semester when I was doing Law.” (Italics added by the author.)

“You mention “new knowledge” that is developed through engagement in the course. What do you understand this to be?”

“Firstly a deeper engagement with the ECSA doc from an ethical perspective as opposed to a legal one. Secondly an engagement with the IEEE code of conduct I did not know of. Lastly, gaining insights from a past experience I did not know involved ethical issues, and being able to identify and analyze them. The new knowledge also helps me to better spot ethical issues and deal with them should they arise.”

This response gives evidence of significant reflection on the goals and strategies for strengthening ethics education during the undergraduate program.

IX. DISCUSSION

The extracts from student assignments demonstrated distinct differences in the way that learning occurred and in the way that student responses were formulated, reflecting the different approaches to learning in the different theories. In terms of the three metaphors of learning, learning as participation can be described as a process of coming to participate in the already existing discourses and practices of the engineering community, leading to taking on the identity of being a member of this community [23]. Developing a sense of identity as belonging to a particular group or profession is part of what enables participation in the profession. It affects the development of ethical identity and choice. In addition, the student is required to transfer general objective principles about the content of professional codes and of case studies to a personal frame of reference and to transform conceptual knowledge and skill into the level of personal knowledge and meaning-making. In terms of learning as transformation, the analysis portrays students as able to contribute actively to the professional ethos rather than as passive receivers of an already established culture and ethos.

In terms of the wider course, the overarching goal was that of developing the student’s sense of professional identity as an engineer, demonstrated in the student’s ability to work independently and as part of an effective team. For this, the student needed to develop the skills to communicate persuasively across a variety of texts and in personal and group presentations and to demonstrate knowledge of professional and ethical responsibility. Where the graduate attributes were assessed in the capstone course, there was scope and flexibility in the curriculum to incorporate innovative pedagogic approaches and assessment. This shifted the learning from a model where knowledge and skill are transferred from expert to student in a one directional approach to a constructivist model where learning is built in collaboration with peers. Here learning is modelled in the interactions between participants, where learning takes place horizontally (between peers) as well as vertically (involving the expert or authority and the student). This process required space for the student to explore and own their personal journey as aspirant engineers, providing opportunities to identify significant incidents which built up this sense of identity, and to collate artefacts that demonstrated students’ sense of who they are as engineers. Peer and self-reflection were built into the course structure, where preparatory reflective assignments were designed to build confidence and expand the student’s ability to consolidate self-knowledge in a meaningful way. This process is necessary and distinct from other areas of the engineering program.

These general interactions and learning opportunities aimed at developing the professional identity of the engineering student contributed to building the student’s sense of professional responsibility, aligning in important ways with the student’s sense of ethical responsibility. In addition, building in opportunities to reflect on engineering identity provided the space for students to claim aspects of that identity in a more personal way, simultaneously developing their sense of professional responsibility. The reflection on work experience required students to reflect critically on previous decisions and to apply the professional code to the analysis. Students found this contributed to their understanding of their own responsibility in a way that was both liberating and enabling.

Competence in a learning outcome requires engagement with the different levels of learning taking place relative to the various forms of knowledge that have been identified. The way ECSA’s GA 10 is formulated tends to focus attention on the assessment of objective knowledge and skill rather than on attitude or values. This has kept the focus of teaching engineering ethics on objective fact, with a resultant emphasis on input relating to knowledge of an engineer’s responsibility, such as the requirements of the ECSA Code of Conduct [22] and the details of various case studies involving wrong-doing or disasters.

Most significantly, prior formulations of ECSA’s GA 10 [6] made it possible for the student to avoid reflecting on their personal positions on ethical matters, and not be required to account for, or to engage critically with, attitudes or values. This missed important opportunities to engage with professional and engineering identity. Recent changes to ECSA documentation for degree accreditation [24] replace the word “show” [6] with “demonstrate” for GA 7 and 10 as in “demonstrate awareness of…”.” This may be seen to open up opportunities to engage more explicitly with attitudes and values in the future.
X. CONCLUSION

The sudden shift to online teaching and learning created opportunities for the teaching and learning process relating to ethics to be made more explicit and more visible. As a result of the expanded recognition that knowledge about ethics could be understood as objective, as conceptual, as skill, or as self-knowledge [7], course planning, teaching and assessment needs to reflect these different aspects.

Engineering programs are weighted heavily in mathematical and engineering sciences, with an implicit hierarchy of what knowledge counts as important. In the sciences, knowledge is traditionally viewed as objective and neutral, to be transferred from the expert by means of instruction and application. This model may not work optimally in the teaching and learning of ethics as the knowledge connects with identity and attitudes and values. Teaching ethics within engineering needs to be approached from a variety of angles, in complementary ways, where ethical responsibility and identity are both an individual and a social issue. It can be difficult to ensure both students and staff shift gear to appreciate and profile the value of different types of knowledge. Intentionally drawing on the insights of different learning theories can ensure flexibility and space for innovation in the curriculum.

Because of the professional requirement for engineers to act with integrity and responsibility [25], it is important that formative assessment requires the student to engage with their personal value system. Students need the opportunity to develop the skills to relate personal values to the choices they will be faced with and the decisions that will need to be made. Wider departmental support for the teaching and learning of ethics within the undergraduate program is important. This will require the development of a discourse relating to values and attitudes that is broader than efficiency or technical proficiency. This challenges the role and responsibility of the course convenor or lecturer in facilitating the students’ shift from neutral observer to active upholder of behavior that is ethical and professional.

This analysis has implications for curriculum and course designers in that it suggests the assessment of competence and graduate attributes within a qualification can be better nuanced and scaffolded to define the specific sorts of student learning that are possible and that need to be assessed. It further demonstrates the value of sustained engagement with the teaching and learning process relating to professionalism and ethics. Learning is thus experienced as objective, yet context-bound and personal. This highlights the role of research to profile the agency and critical awareness of both teaching staff and students involved in a course. It points towards the potential transformative impact of research concerning the teaching of ethics on the research participants, including the students, academics responsible for planning and organizing the course and the researcher.
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